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About This Game

In VRtender you'll play through several nights and raise your profits as you serve customers their drink of choice and experience
what it feels like to be a bartender. At the same time, you will learn basic recipes for popular cocktails that can be emulated in

real life! As your bartending prowess increases, so will the challenge. So, who's thirsty?

Mix over 50 unique real-life cocktails and beverages

Entertain your thirsty guests and score larger tips by flipping bottles and showing off your bartending skills.

Efficiency and multitasking are skills required of any bartender, so be on your toes to avoid any angry walkouts and
ensure your bar's success!

In Career mode, you'll take your humble dive bar and stock it with several spirits and mixers as you progress through the
coming nights and weeks of your budding bartending career. Grow your bar from the ground up as you learn the ropes
and master the techniques of virtual bartending!

Arcade mode is an endless night with customers bustling to your fully stocked watering hole. Aim higher and higher to
reach bigger profits and bartending stardom!
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VRtender is a $4.99 game that lets you be a bar tender. Hold on to your stools but this game is god aweful bad. Let's explain
why.

The game expects you to know the drinks the customer want's and expects you know the name of the glassware but wait you can
ask the customer the recipe of their drink but shouldn't the bartender know the drinks...oh that's right there is no list of the
drinks anywhere.

The customers are too impationt to wait for a drink that have 4-5 ingrediants.

Pouring beer and whiskey takes to long, even in the shot glass it takes to long.

The customers will show I.D. You can pick the I.D. but that is it. The customer will leave because of waiting to long. There is
nothing you can do and if you can the game doesn't tell you what to do.

There is no training to teach you what to do. The game basically says "your bar good luck" and that is it.

VRtender gets a 4\/10. Its an okay game but I wouldn't really recommend this until a training simulation is added or a list of how
the drinks are made is added.

This is the Pony review. There's better bartending games out there for free.. It's fun but personally give this a 6\/10 for the
moment.
There are some things that detract from the experience and it honestly feels like it should have been an early access game.

-Using the grip buttons to grab items seems odd since every other game uses the Vive trigger buttons to grab. Many times, the
objects don't register properly so I find myself struggling to pick up a liquor bottle.

-I wish there were a save button for career mode, since there's been more than one occasion it'll crash or I've accidently exited
from the game and find that I have to restart the career mode from square one. Also, I can't seem to figure out if there's a menu
button to go back to the main menu??

-There's lack of ambiance and the music can be off-putting. I wish there were bar noises like glasses clinking, people
conversating, and more upbeat music to get the bar mood going.

-I have no clue how to unlock Arcade Mode and there seems to be no information in-game that I can find either.

-I got to day 15 and found myself getting bored. I feel there's a lack of goals and there's too much wait time between customers,
which take me out of the immersion.

-A clock on the wall that indicates how far you are into the night would give a better sense of time instead of am I getting 3
customers tonight or am I getting 6?

-Temporary upgrades to purchase during play like beer nuts to help calm down an angry customer or a special garnish for a
drink to boost tips would be a great mechanic.. I haven't played much of the game but from what I have done so far, I really like
it. The game is far from perfect and could use some tweaking (like making grabbing things more intuitive and a way to save
career) but it's a really fun game to relax with.. Every time I start up this game it takes forever, is laggy and doesn't put me into
the VR for forever. Then when it does, it spawns me into the floor, and every time I turn around and try to move my hands it
doesn't recognize the hands, it glitches and takes forever to respond to my headset movement, and to top it off it crashes saying
my HDMI cable isn't connected, which it is. Please fix these bugs or refund me my money. Thanks.. There's better bartending
games out there for free.. AVOID!!! Broken!!! Starts with you stuck in the floor and hands can't hold anythin
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It's fun but personally give this a 6\/10 for the moment.
There are some things that detract from the experience and it honestly feels like it should have been an early access game.

-Using the grip buttons to grab items seems odd since every other game uses the Vive trigger buttons to grab. Many times, the
objects don't register properly so I find myself struggling to pick up a liquor bottle.

-I wish there were a save button for career mode, since there's been more than one occasion it'll crash or I've accidently exited
from the game and find that I have to restart the career mode from square one. Also, I can't seem to figure out if there's a menu
button to go back to the main menu??

-There's lack of ambiance and the music can be off-putting. I wish there were bar noises like glasses clinking, people
conversating, and more upbeat music to get the bar mood going.

-I have no clue how to unlock Arcade Mode and there seems to be no information in-game that I can find either.

-I got to day 15 and found myself getting bored. I feel there's a lack of goals and there's too much wait time between customers,
which take me out of the immersion.

-A clock on the wall that indicates how far you are into the night would give a better sense of time instead of am I getting 3
customers tonight or am I getting 6?

-Temporary upgrades to purchase during play like beer nuts to help calm down an angry customer or a special garnish for a
drink to boost tips would be a great mechanic.. Every time I start up this game it takes forever, is laggy and doesn't put me into
the VR for forever. Then when it does, it spawns me into the floor, and every time I turn around and try to move my hands it
doesn't recognize the hands, it glitches and takes forever to respond to my headset movement, and to top it off it crashes saying
my HDMI cable isn't connected, which it is. Please fix these bugs or refund me my money. Thanks.. it says it's missing the d3d
cache bin and that it is uncooked. it says it's missing the d3d cache bin and that it is uncooked. Can I get my 4 dollars back?
I want to keep the game but that price reduction gives me sadd that i paid full price :(
will change when monet return ;)
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